[Video opens with animated bubble.]

[Bubble reads: "Searching Course Reserves"]

Text on screen: Navigate to and click on "Course Reserves"

[Mouse clicks on "Course Reserves" from drop down menu on Library, Museums & Press homepage]

Text on screen: Type in your Course ID. Click magnifying glass/search.

[Typing on screen reveals: HIST 302 in search bar.]

[New screen opens up. Described as DELCAT Discovery in header.]

[Mouse clicks on: HIST 302 -The World in Our Time course title.]

[New screen reveals list of course materials for HIST 302.]

Text on screen: Bring the call number in the "Location Field" to the Circulation desk in Morris Library

[Mouse highlights various call numbers from the list of course reserve materials.]

Text on screen: Don't forget your UDOne Card/ID!

[Animated bubble appears]

[Bubble reads: "Search using your instructor's name"]

[Mouse clicks on "Course Reserves" from drop down menu on Library, Museums & Press homepage]

[Typing on screen reveals: Alchon in search bar.]

[Mouse clicks on magnifying glass/search]

[New screen opens with list of course that Professor Alchon teaches]

[Animated bubble appears]

[Bubble reads: "Book call numbers are located elsewhere in the online catalog"]

[Screen begins at Course Reserves page. Mouse clicks "Search Course Reserves".]

[Reserve screen appears. Mouse clicks on "Reserve items"]

[Cursor in search bar types: hist 250]

[History 250 page appears. Mouse clicks on course title]
[Hist 250 course materials appear. Mouse hovers and clicks on top book]

[Book entry in DELCAT Discovery appears. Screen zooms in to Call Number while mouse selects number on screen.]

[Animated bubble appears]

[Bubble reads: "E-reserves may require a password from your instructor"]

[Reserves course title appears. Mouse clicks on course title.]

[Screen with list of reserve items appears. Mouse clicks on e-reserve item.]

[Login screen appears.] Text on screen: If needed, ask your professor for the eReserve password for your course.

[Picture of smiling Circulation and Reserve staff.]

Text on screen: Questions? See library staff at Circulation and Reserve desk

[Ending University of Delaware logo animation]